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Introduction
 

 
The SIP is a planning tool designed to address student achievement and system needs identified through the  school's

comprehensive needs assessment (CNA). Additionally, the SIP provides a method for schools to address  the school

improvement planning requirements of Public Act 25 of the Revised School Code and the Elementary  and Secondary

Education Act (ESEA) as applicable.
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Introduction
 
Every school has its own story to tell. The context in which teaching and learning takes place influences the processes and procedures by

which the school makes decisions around curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The context also impacts the way a school stays faithful

to its vision. Many factors contribute to the overall narrative such as an identification of stakeholders, a description of stakeholder

engagement, the trends and issues affecting the school, and the kinds of programs and services that a school implements to support student

learning.

 

The purpose of the Executive Summary (ES) is to provide a school with an opportunity to describe in narrative form the strengths and

challenges it encounters. By doing so, the public and members of the school community will have a more complete picture of how the school

perceives itself and the process of self-reflection for continuous improvement. This summary is structured for the school to reflect on how it

provides teaching and learning on a day to day basis.
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Description of the School

 

 

 
Describe the school's size, community/communities, location, and changes it has experienced in the last three years. Include

demographic information about the students, staff, and community at large. What unique features and challenges are associated

with the community/communities the school serves? 
 
Clear Lake Elementary currently services 550 students in grades Pre Kindergarten-5th grade. Clear Lake is part of the Oxford Community

School District which is located in northern Oakland County. In addition, Clear Lake also houses a Cognitively Impaired Program which

currently services 8 students. This past year, Clear Lake was recognized as an International Baccalaureate World School. 
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School's Purpose

 

 

 
Provide the school's purpose statement and ancillary content such as mission, vision, values, and/or beliefs. Describe how the

school embodies its purpose through its program offerings and expectations for students. 
 
The Clear Lake Mission states it is to empower students to learn through inquiry, to lead by example, to believe in everyone's potential, and

to succeed in an ever-changing world.

The Clear Lake Vision states it is to provide a relevant and rigorous academic program- to build confidence in all students, so they achieve

their maximum potential within our global society.

Both the mission and vision are supported through the programs offered to our students on a daily basis. IB drives the philosophy and focus

provided to our students through instructional practices and strategies. 
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Notable Achievements and Areas of Improvement

 

 

 
Describe the school's notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years.  Additionally, describe areas for

improvement that the school is striving to achieve in the next three years. 
 
Achievements:

Clear Lake has seen continued improvement with reading, writing and math scores as students progress from grade level to grade level.

3rd grade reading scores indicate that K-2 interventions are having an impact on overall reading and comprehension skills, as well as, an

increase in assessment scores. In addition, 4th grade writing scores continue to increase steadily as well over the past 3 years.

Clear Lake will focus on the following areas for improvement:

Clear Lake 3rd grade student's math scores appear to be significantly low.

5th grade science scores (although above both county and state levels) require attention (only 18 percent proficient which is a 6% drop from

the previous years).
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Additional Information 

 

 

 
Provide any additional information you would like to share with the public and community that were not prompted in the previous

sections. 
 
Clear Lake Elementary recently received recognition as an IB World School. Our students are taught the importance of taking ownership over

their own learning, to inquire, ask questions and make connections both locally and globally. Our students continue to make strides

academically as we implement interventions both in the classroom through differentiation and at the building level through various programs.

Moving forward, our implementation of the Lucy Calkins Common Core State STandards Writing Units will be vital in developing our students'

writing skills.  
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Introduction
 
The responses should be brief, descriptive, and appropriate for the specific section. It is recommended that the responses are written offline

and then transferred into the sections below.
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Improvement Planning Process

 

Improvement Planning Process 

 
Describe the process used to engage a variety of stakeholders in the development of the institution's improvement plan. Include

information on how stakeholders were selected and informed of their roles, and how meetings were scheduled to accommodate

them.  
 
Oxford Community Schools Improvement plan, including Clear Lake Elementary, is created from the involvement of community members,

parents, teachers, students and administrators who actively engage in strategic planning. Stakeholders are selected by their area of

expertise and level they teach or administer. Parents and community leaders are invited to participate in school level and district level

discussion sessions. Meetings are scheduled to gather input. These meetings include PTO meetings, staff meetings, district forums and

strategic planning meetings to name a few. 
 
 
Describe the representations from stakeholder groups that participated in the development of the improvement plan and their

responsibilities in this process. 
 
Administration and teacher representatives from each grade level or subject area participate in Clear Lake Elementary meetings to garner

information for Clear Lake's SIP and to pass on to the district improvement plan. Their role is to help analyze data and establish trends based

on that data. During the 2013-2014 school year, every Clear Lake staff member was assigned to a goal team. Each goal team was diverse

(different grade levels and departments) and consisted of 5-6 individuals. Each goal team selected a goal chair, oversaw the specific goal,

analyzed data, collected data, and informed the school community of progress towards meeting the goal. Community participants including

parents offer perceptual data and assist in revising and creating strategic plans. 
 
 
Explain how the final improvement plan was communicated to all stakeholders, and the method and frequency in which

stakeholders receive information on its progress.  
 
The Oxford Community Schools district plan is posted to our website and individual school plans are maintained with each building. Clear

Lake Elementary distributes and discusses its SIP during regular and specialized staff meetings. Community members can view the Clear

Lake Elementary SIP upon request. Moving forward, the School Improvement Plan will be shared with PTO members and specific sessions

focused on the goals, strategies and actions of the school will be held. 
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Introduction
 
The School Data Analysis (SDA) is a diagnostic tool intended to facilitate rich and deep collaborative discussions among staff members

about school data. The SDA can serve as a guide to determine a school’s strengths, challenges, and directions for improvement based on an

analysis of data and responses to a series of data related questions. This data collection and analysis process includes the identification of

content area achievement gaps and reflections on causation. Please note that questions related to gaps and causes for a gap are marked

with an asterisk (*). This diagnostic represents the various types of student data that should be continuously collected, reviewed, and

analyzed in conjunction with other local school data. Completion of the SDA is required.
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Student Enrollment Data

 

 

 
How do student enrollment trends affect  staffing? 
 
Staff composition is dictated by the overall enrollment at Clear Lake Elementary. As enrollment numbers and the diverse needs of the

students increase the make-up of the staff is also affected. On-going dialogue between building administration and central office/student

services takes place to ensure staffing meets the enrollment needs of the building. 
 
 
How do student enrollment trends affect staff recruitment? 
 
Staff composition is dictated by the overall enrollment at Clear Lake Elementary. As enrollment numbers and the diverse needs of the

students increase the make-up of the staff is also affected. Staff are recruited by the overall needs of the students in the building. 
 
 
How do student enrollment trends affect budget? 
 
As with any public school, enrollment numbers affect the overall budget considerably. The needs of the students in the building also affect

the overall budget (e.g.- need more para professionals for students with special needs, gaps in student learning can require additional

staffing for intervention, etc.) 
 
 
How do student enrollment trends affect resource allocations? 
 
Enrollment trends would affect resources for new programs, additional support for at-risk students, etc. 
 
 
How do student enrollment trends affect facility planning and maintenance? 
 
Increased student enrollment would affect facility planning and maintenance including classroom composition, general maintenance of the

building and safety plan modifications. 
 
 
How do student enrollment trends affect parent/guardian involvement? 
 
Parent involvement can be affected by enrollment trends. Clear Lake has a high level of parent involvement, however, this can be affected by

the composition of the enrolled students including school of choice children who do not live in the community. This past year, 98% of parents

attended fall parent/teacher conferences. 
 
 
How do student enrollment trends affect professional learning and/or public relations? 
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Clear Lake Elementary is committed to the professional development of its staff members. As enrollment numbers and student needs

continue to grow, Clear Lake will continue to diversify the professional development of it staff. Professional development plans address the

goals and needs of both the district and each individual building. Oxford Community Schools provides a comprehensive public relations plan,

however, enrollment trends can perceptually affect local families. 
 
 
What are the challenges you noticed based on the student enrollment data? 
 
Enrollment trends at Clear Lake continue to remain steady with our K-5 population being approximately 550 students. Each year our building

enrolls new students who are school of choice students coming to us from other districts. It takes the building time to build strong trusting

relationships with these students. In addition, our assessment data in the areas of math, reading and writing suggests that more intensive

interventions should be implemented to address the wide range of learning needs with our students. A challenge moving forward will be to

continue to identify the learning gaps that all of our students might possess and to appropriately provide them the right course of action to

close those gaps. 
 
 
What action(s) will be taken to address these challenges? 
 
As always, our teachers will focus on fostering a safe, nurturing learning environment for their students. In addition, developing a school-wide

culture where all students feel safe to take risks will be emphasized. As we transition to a Standards Based Reporting/Grading System, we

will focus on formative assessment to inform instruction and provide feedback to the student. On-going formative assessment will be tracked

to accurately identify specifically how a child is progressing. Also, this data and our summative assessment data will be used to provide

individual intervention to students. 
 
 
What are the challenges you noticed based on student attendance? 
 
There is a correlation between poor student attendance and low student achievement. Many of these students quite often exhibit other at-

risk symptoms and behaviors as well. An area of focus during the 2014-2015 school year will be on student tardiness, not only at the

beginning of the school day, but at the end of the day as well. 
 
 
What action(s) will be taken to address these challenges?  
 
Clear Lake Elementary will continue to assign these students a caring adult, make home connections with the students struggling, assign

them to the Superintendent's Challenge, and follow truancy policies. 
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Student Achievement Data for All Students

 

This area includes data questions. 

 
Which content area(s) indicate the highest levels of student achievement? 
 
Reading Achievement Scores in grades 3-5 outperformed both the state and county based on the MEAP from 2013-2014. In addition,

students growth over the course of the past 3 years has substantially outpaced both the state and county in reading. One point of pride is

found with last year's 5th grade students who grew from 63% proficient as 3rd graders to 85% proficient as 5th graders. 
 
 
Which content area(s) show a positive trend in performance? 
 
Our reading, writing and math scores has trended positively over the past few years. Last year's 4th graders grew from 43% proficient in

math to 63% proficient as 4th graders in math. 5th graders grew from 63% prof. in reading to 85% in reading as 5th graders. 4th grade writing

scores continue to outpace both the county and state as 69% of our students were proficient. 
 
 
In which content area(s) is student achievement above the state targets of performance? 
 
All Areas & All Grade Levels 
 
 
What trends do you notice among the top 30% percent of students in each content area?   
 
They tend to be the same group of students who demonstrated proficiency. 
 
 
What factors or causes contributed to improved student achievement? 
 
An increase in reading support with parent volunteers and staffing. Also, the implementation of the workshop model in both reading and

writing suggest this approach as best practice. THis allows teachers to differentiate instruction to meet the individual needs of their students. 
 
 
How do you know the factors made a positive impact on student achievement? 
 
Through progress monitoring that takes place in the classroom and as part of the RTI process. 
 
 
Which content area(s) indicate the lowest levels of student achievement? 
 
Our Science scores (21%) proficient were our lowest student achievement scores according to MEAP. These scores were the only ones

lower than the county average but still outpaced the state by 4%. 
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Which content area(s) show a negative trend in achievement? 
 
4th Graders dropped from 84% proficient in reading as 3rd graders to 80% proficient as 4th graders (a drop of 4%).

 

In addition, our science scores dropped from 24% of our students being prof. to 21%. However, this data compares 2 different sets of

students. 
 
 
In which content area(s) is student achievement below the state targets of performance?  
 
Student Achievement data indicates that we are not below the state targets in any area. 
 
 
What trends do you notice among the bottom 30% of students in each content area?  
 
Many of these students are students of special needs, have other issues outside their own control at this age that dramatically effect the

impact of their performance in school. Some of these students are those that they received extensive intervention in the past (such as

Reading Recovery) who were able to get to grade level but started slipping once the strong supports were taken away. 
 
 
What factors or causes contributed to the decline in student achievement? 
 
The 4th grade students who slipped from 84% proficient to 80% proficiency in reading shared similar results as students in the county and

state. Possible factors could include the the assessment itself. Also, our 4th grade students last year experienced the highest turnover in

terms of new students and drops. The % difference equated to 2 or 3 students.

Our Science scores continue to be an area of focus as we implement Battle Creek Science kIts. In analyzing the item analysis, it has been

determined that vocabulary is an area of concern. 
 
 
How do you know the factors made a negative impact on student achievement? 
 
Based on the item analysis and looking at individual student scores. 
 
 
What action(s) could be taken to address achievement challenges? 
 
Identifying students with learning gaps as early as possible, providing those students with intensive interventions and monitoring their

progress.  
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•

•

Subgroup Student Achievement

 

 

 
Statement or Question:Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward increasing overall performance? 
Response: 

 

Female

 

 
Statement or Question:For which subgroup(s) is the achievement gap closing?* 
Response: 

 

None

 

 
In what content areas is the achievement gap closing for these subgroups?* 
 
There was a slight closing in ELL students for 4th graders in writing. 
 
 
How do you know the achievement gap is closing?* 
 
By looking at the data provided by the MEAP Assessment. 
 
 
What other data support the findings? 
 
na 
 
 
What factors or causes contributed to the gap closing? (Internal and External)* 
 
Continued ELL/ESL services to students to address language issue (both oral and written) 
 
 
How do you know the factors made a positive impact on student achievement? 
 
Based on MEAP scores and other proficiency scores that our ESL staff conducts. 
 
 
What actions could be taken to continue this positive trend?  
 
Continue to make data driven decisions that will provide each individual student with the essential intervention for being achieving

proficiency. 
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•

•

 
 
Statement or Question:Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward decreasing overall performance? 
Response: 

 

None

 

 
Statement or Question:For which subgroup(s) is the achievement gap becoming greater?* 
Response: 

 

None

 

 
In what content areas is the achievement gap greater for these subgroups?* 
 
There were no downward trends in 2012-2013 and not enough evidence to prove otherwise in 2013-2014. 
 
 
How do you know the achievement gap is becoming greater?* 
 
There were no downward trends in 2012-2013 and not enough evidence to prove otherwise in 2013-2014. 
 
 
What other data support the findings?* 
 
MEAP data and classroom assessment 
 
 
What factors or causes contributed to the gap increasing? (Internal and External)* 
 
There were no downward trends in 2012-2013 and not enough evidence to prove otherwise in 2013-2014. 
 
 
How do you know the factors lead to the gap increasing?* 
 
There were no downward trends in 2012-2013 and not enough evidence to prove otherwise in 2013-2014. 
 
 
What actions could be taken to close the achievement gap for these students?* 
 
There were no downward trends in 2012-2013 and not enough evidence to prove otherwise in 2013-2014. 
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How is each of the English Language Learners (ELLs) demographics achieving in comparison to the school aggregate? 
 
Not enough ELL data to properly analyze achievement in comparison to school aggregate. 
 
 
How do you ensure that students with disabilities have access to the full array of intervention programs (Title 1, Title III, Section

31a, credit recovery programs, after-school programs, etc.)? 
 
Student IEP's & 504 Accomodation Plans guarantees inverventions and supports are in place to support the individual needs and goals of

the students. All applicable education laws are followed and monitored. 
 
 
How are students designated ‘at risk of failing' identified for support services? 
 
Teachers identify students who are "at risk" through on going formative and summative assessments. Students who are identified are

recommended for the RTI Process where a diverse team of staff members meet to discuss the student, his/her needs and determine a

course of action. These action steps & strategies are monitored, analyzed and further steps are taken if necessary. 
 
 
What Extended Learning Opportunities are available for students (all grade configurations respond)? 
 
The staff provides additional support to students throughout the course of the year. Students are provided the opportunity to work directly

with the teacher at lunch as well as before and after school. In addition, students are provided with summer school opportunities to address

learning deficiences. Also, our Reading Specialist and other qualified individuals conduct a one week intensive reading program for struggling

readers. 
 
 

 
What is the school doing to inform students and parents of Extended Learning Opportunities? 
 
Individual teachers consistenly communicate with students and parents to communicate learning. Teachers provide students with feedback in

the form of formative assessments so that students are aware of where they are in relation to the goal. Teachers also communicate with

parents via email, phone calls, conferences, and newsletters the opportunities that are available to students to reinforce the concepts and

skills being taught in the classroom. 
 
 

 

Label Question Value
What percentages of students participate in Extended Learning
Opportunities, either for additional support or increased challenge?

20.0

Label Question Value
What is the total FTE count of teachers in your school? 31.0
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What impact might this data have on student achievement? 
 
Impact on teacher experience does not currently show any trends in data. All Clear Lake teachers are provided with equitable professional

development that addresses the goals and vision of the building and schoo district. 
 
 

 

 
What impact might this data have on student achievement? 
 
No specific data available. 
 

Label Question Value
How many teachers have been teaching 0-3 years? 2.0

Label Question Value
How many teachers have been teaching 4-8 years? 8.0

Label Question Value
How many teachers have been teaching 9-15 years? 12.0

Label Question Value
How many teachers have been teaching >15 years? 9.0

Label Question Value
Indicate the total number of days for teacher absences due to
professional learning or professional meetings.

125.0

Label Question Value
Indicate the total number of days for teacher absences due to illness. 150.0
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Perception Data - Students

 

 

 
Which area(s) indicate the highest overall level of satisfaction among students?  
 
Due to age of students, no student survey was conducted. 
 
 
Which area(s) show a positive trend toward increasing student satisfaction? 
 
Due to age of students, no student survey was conducted 
 
 
What area(s) indicate the lowest overall level of satisfaction among students?                                                                                
 
Due to age of students, no student survey was conducted 
 
 
Which area(s) show a trend toward decreasing student satisfaction? 
 
Due to age of students, no student survey was conducted 
 
 
What are possible causes for the patterns you have identified in student perception data? 
 
Due to age of students, no student survey was conducted 
 
 
What actions will be taken to improve student satisfaction in the lowest areas?                                                                  
 
Due to age of students, no student survey was conducted 
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Perception Data – Parents/Guardians

 

 

 
Which area(s) indicate the overall highest level of satisfaction among parents/guardians? 
 
Academics-Expectations for students, supporting students with various needs

COmmunication-Understanding the School's mission

Safe Environment & Outreach

School CLimate 
 
 
Which area(s) show a trend toward increasing parents/guardian satisfaction? 
 
Insufficient data evidence to support trends  
 
 
Which area(s) indicate the overall lowest level of satisfaction among parents/guardians? 
 
Responsiveness, guidance counselor services 
 
 
Which area(s) show a trend toward decreasing parents/guardian satisfaction? 
 
Insufficient data to support trends 
 
 
What are possible causes for the patterns you have identified in parent/guardian perception data? 
 
Warm & caring staff, a commitment to building relationships with students, consistent, timely communication with all stakeholders, a clear

mission and vision for the future. 
 
 
What actions will be taken to increase parent/guardian satisfaction in the lowest areas? 
 
Evaluating our policies and practices with all staff to ensure our actions reflect our vision. 
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Perception Data – Teachers/Staff

 

 

 
Which area(s) indicate the overall highest level of satisfaction among teachers/staff? 
 
Instructional Leadership-communicating teaching and assessment strategies, demonstrating instructional vision 
 
 
Which area(s) show a trend toward increasing teacher/staff satisfaction? 
 
Insufficient evidence currently to support trend data 
 
 
Which area(s) indicate the lowest overall level of satisfaction among teachers/staff? 
 
Professional Development-overall effectiveness, usefulness, amount of time, relevance 
 
 
Which area(s) show a trend toward decreasing teacher/staff satisfaction? 
 
Insufficient evidence currently to support trend data 
 
 
What are possible causes for the patterns you have identified in staff perception data? 
 
Relationship building, focus on culture, clearly identifying goals as bulding 
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Other

 

 

 
How does your school use the MiPHY online survey health risk behavior results to improve student learning? (Enter N/A if you

have not completed the MiPHY survey.)

 
 
NA 
 
 
Describe how decisions about curriculum, instruction and assessment are made at this school and which stakeholders are

involved in the process. 
 
Our district utilizes framework committee members which represent a diverse group of teachers (grade levels, buildings, etc.) These teachers

collaborate with building and district leaders to discuss curriculum, instruction and assessment. Teachers also work with our IB Coordinator

to plan Units of Inquiry which outline specific tasks, formative and summative assessments and learning goals. 
 
 
What evidence do you have to indicate the extent to which the standards are being implemented? 
 
Our IB Units of Inquiry all encompass the CCSS. Teachers post standards and learning targets in their rooms. Our reading and writing units

of study all address the grade level standards. We have transitioned to a Standards Based Report Card. 
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Introduction
 
This diagnostic contains certification requirements for Michigan schools.  This diagnostic must be completed by all schools.
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School Additional Requirements Diagnostic

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Literacy and math are tested annually in grades
1-5.

Yes Running Records (Formal) are
conducted at least 3 times per
year to track student progress
Math assessments are given with
individual grade level math unit
(pre & post to measure growth)

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Our school published a fully compliant annual
report. (The Annual Education Report (AER)
satisfies this). If yes, please provide a link to the
report in the box below.

Yes The annual report is posted on
the district website and is also
shared at a PTO meeting
annually.

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Our school has the 8th grade parent approved
Educational Development Plans (EDPs) on file.

No Not Applicable to Clear Lake
Elementary

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
Our school reviews and annually updates the
EDPs to ensure academic course work
alignment.

No Not Applicable to Clear Lake
Elementary

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
The institution complies with all federal laws
and regulations prohibiting discrimination and
with all requirements and regulations of the
U.S. Department of Education. It is the policy of
this institution that no person on the basis of
race, color, religion, national origin or ancestry,
age, gender, height, weight, marital status or
disability shall be subjected to discrimination in
any program, service or activity for which the
institution is responsible, or for which it receives
financial assistance from the U.S. Department
of Education.
References: Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, The Age Discrimination Act of 1975, The
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, Elliott-
Larsen prohibits discrimination against religion.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
The institution has designated an employee to
coordinate efforts to comply with and carry out
non-discrimination responsibilities.  If yes, list
the name, position, address and telephone
number of the employee in the comment field.

Yes The Oxford Community Schools
Human Resources Department
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Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
The institution has a School-Parent Involvement
Plan (that addresses Section 1118 activities)
that is aligned to the District's Board Policy.   If
yes, please attach the School-Parent
Involvement Plan below.

Yes

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
The institution has a School-Parent Compact. If
yes, please attach the School-Parent Compact
below.

No I am not sure what is meant by
'Compact"

Label Assurance Response Comment Attachment
The School has additional information
necessary to support your improvement plan
(optional).

No Once again, not really sure what
is being looked for when it comes
to additional information?
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Introduction
 
The content for this tool comes directly from the Healthy School Action Tool (HSAT) Assessment (http://www.mihealthtools.org/hsat), an

online tool for school buildings to assess its school health environments. These assurances are designed to help school improvement teams

think about conditions for learning in their school, specifically related to student health and safety, and develop strategies in their school

improvement plan to address any identified needs.

 

This diagnostic is optional and should be completed only if you took the HSAT.
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Health and Safety (HSAT)

 

The following assurances come directly from the <a href="http://www.mihealthtools.org/hsat"target="_blank">Healthy School Action Tool

(HSAT) Assessment</a>, an online tool for school buildings to assess their school health environments. If your school completed the HSAT

in the past year, you may refer back to your report to answer the following assurances. Responses to these assurances are necessary -

whether you've completed the HSAT or not. These assurances are designed to help school improvement teams think about conditions for

learning in their school, specifically related to student health and safety, and develop strategies in their school improvement plan to address

any identified needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 1 Our School has a written policy on school

safety that supports proactive, preventative
approaches to ensure a safe school
environment.

Written policy, fully implemented N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 2  All teachers in our school have received

professional development in management
techniques to create calm, orderly classrooms.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 3 Our school communicates all of our health and

safety policies to students, staff, substitute
teachers, parents and visitors through the
parent handbook or newsletter at least once a
year.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 4 Our school has used data from a student

health/safety assessment at least once in the
past two years to assist in planning actions that
will improve our school's environment and/or to
determine the impact of changes that we have
made on student attitudes and behaviors.

No N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 5 Our school has taken action on the Michigan

State Board of Education Policy on
Comprehensive School Health Education.

Adopted policy, fully implemented N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 6 All teachers who provide health education

instruction received annual professional
development/continuing education specifically
related to health education.

Yes N/A
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Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 7 The health education curriculum used in our

school is the Michigan Model for Health®
Curriculum.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 8 The health education curriculum used in our

school involves student interaction with their
families and their community.

No N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 9 Our school has taken action on the Michigan

State Board of Education Policy on Quality
Physical Education.

Reviewed policy, but not yet adopted N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 10 At our school, physical education teachers

annually participate in professional
development specific to physical education.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 11 Our school uses the Exemplary Physical

Education Curriculum (EPEC)
Exemplary Physical Education Curriculum
(EPEC)

N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 12 At least three times during the past 12 months,

our school offered programs, activities or
events for families about physical activity.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 13 Our school offers the following amount of total

weekly minutes of physical education
throughout the year.

60-90 minutes at elementary level, 106-135
minutes at middle/high level

N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 14 Our school has taken action on the Michigan

State Board of Education Policy on Nutrition
Standards.

Adopted policy, fully implemented N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 15 The food service director/manager participated

in professional development related to food or
nutrition during the past 12 months.

Yes N/A
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Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 16 The food service director/manager

supports/reinforces in the cafeteria what is
taught in health education.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 17 During the past 12 months, our school collected

information from parents to help
evaluate/improve school meals or foods offered
a la carte, in concessions, school stores,
vending machines, or as a part of classroom
celebrations/parties or at school events.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 18 Our school makes a good faith effort to ensure

that federally reimbursable school nutrition
programs are the main source of nutrition at
school rather than vending or a la carte.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 19 Our school has a health services provider or

school nurse accessible to students.
No N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 20 Our school has a written policy on school safety

that involves parents, and broader community,
in collaborative efforts to help ensure a safe
school environment.

Written policy, fully implemented N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 21 Our school has a system in place for collecting

relevant student medical information.
Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 22 Our school has taken action on the Michigan

State Board of Education Positive Behavior
Support Policy.

Reviewed policy, but not yet adopted N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 23 During the past 12 months, the school

counseling staff has provided professional
development to school health staff about
identification and referral of students related to
violence and suicide prevention.

Yes N/A
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Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 24 During the past 12 months, the school

counselor/psychologist/social worker offered
information to students (presentations,
materials, individual or group counseling
activities, events) about bullying, harassment
and other peer to peer aggression.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 25 During the past 12 months, the school

counselor/psychologist/social worker has
collaborated with appropriate school staff or
community agencies to implement programs or
activities related to bullying, harassment and
other peer to peer aggression.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 26 During the past 12 months, the school

counseling staff identified students who are at
risk of being victims or perpetrators of violence.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 27 Our school's mission statement includes the

support of employee health and safety.
No N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 28 During the past year, our school supported staff

participation in health promotion programs by
having a budget for staff health promotion.

No N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 29 During the past year, our school supported staff

in healthy eating by providing healthy food
choices at staff meetings.

No N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 30 Our school has a written family involvement

policy that advocates for strong connections
between the home, school and the community
as a means of reducing barriers to student
achievement.

No Written Policy N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 31 Our school has a parent education program. No N/A
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Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 32 During the past 12 months, our school collected

information from parents to help
evaluate/improve school health education in our
school.

Yes N/A

Statement or Question Response Rating
Question 33 During non school hours the community has

access to indoor facilities for physical activity
(such as gym, weight room, hallway for walking,
pool, basketball court).

Access to all indoor facilities N/A
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Goals Summary

 

The following is a summary of the goals encompassed in this plan. The details for each goal are available in the next section. 

# Goal Name Goal Details Goal Type Total Funding
1 All students will improve thier skills of inquiry into

global issues and solutions with a focus on science.
Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	3

Academic $3000

2 Students will show improvement in their ability to
read and comprehend a variety of texts in all
subject areas.

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	4

Academic $9000

3 All students will improve their overall writing skills
across the curriculum.

Objectives:	1
Strategies:	1
Activities:	3

Academic $5000
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Goal 1: All students will improve thier skills of inquiry into global issues and solutions with a

focus on science.

 

Strategy 1:  
Increase Engagement  - Through the implementation of the International Baccalaureate Programme of Inquiry, classrooms

will practice using inquiry based strategies in the student learning process. It will provide students

with opportunities to seek information and solutions to local & world issues for research &

discussion. Time will be provided for teachers to plan, write & implement the units of inquiry. There

will also be training provided for teachers for their professional growth with the IB program and

implementation.Clear Lake will develop cross-curricular themed units to engage students through an inquiry based learning experience.  Students will show evidence of

involvement in problem solving, discovery, innovation and self-directed learning. 
Research Cited: IB publications, IB consultants, IB training, Atlas training, Model Schools, & Oakland Schools resources 
Tier:  

Measurable Objective 1:
30% of Fifth grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency   of inquiry in Science by 06/07/2013 as measured by analyzing IB summative and formative assessments,
student reflection journals, 5th grade exhibition, essay writing in content areas, teacher observation and IB portfolios..

Activity - Student Portfolios Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsibl
e

Teachers will use student journals in their classrooms. Each
student will use their
journals to reflect on their learning over the course of the unit of
inquiry. This activity will assist the
teacher is measuring the student's level of understanding within
the content area being covered.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $1000 General
Fund

General &
special
education
teachers,
specials
teachers,
IB
coordinator,
& principal

Activity - Unit of Study Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsibl
e
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Goal 2: Students will show improvement in their ability to read and comprehend a variety of texts

in all subject areas.

 

Strategy 1:  
Selection Strategies - Clear Lake will utilize specific selection strategies including:

Selection text structures for informational texts per grade level.

Selection of vocabulary & skills appropriate per grade level.

Selection of level of understanding & strategies to be used per grade level and utilize RTI process for at risk

students through three tiers which include the classroom teacher to support staff. 
Research Cited: Reading Workshop, Best Practices in Reading instruction, RTI strategies for instruction, Oakland Schools

best practices used in Oakland County,

Our school and district utilizes the Lucy Calkins Writing and Reading Units of study to support Common

COre standards. 
Tier:  

Students will take a topic as it is related to a unit of inquiry in
science and will
implement the strategies used to complete the task ie 5th grade
Exhibition.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $1000 General
Fund

General &
special
education
teachers,
specials
teachers,
IB
coordinator,
& principal

Activity - Universal Screeners Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsibl
e

Clear Lake will implement the use of Univeral Screeners in
grades 1-5 in math, reading and writing.  This will allow staff the
use of another tool in the identification of students who may
need help.

Other 01/01/2013 06/07/2013 $1000 General
Fund

Teachers

Measurable Objective 1:
A 5% increase of Fourth and Fifth grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency  Students will show improvement in their ability to read and comprehend a variety of
in English Language Arts by 06/07/2013 as measured by Clear Lake will continue to assess and monitor for progress.Data will continue to be analyzed including
MEAP scores, District Running Records, classroom and teacher.
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Goal 3: All students will improve their overall writing skills across the curriculum.

Activity - Guided Reading Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsibl
e

Teachers will continue to utilize Guided Reading groups
(Fountas and Pinell)in
K-3 classrooms and will utilize Lucy Calkins Reading and
Writing techniques in K-5.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $1000 General
Fund

Classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers,
reading
specialist
and
paraprofess
ionals

Activity - Superintendent's Challenge Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsibl
e

Clear Lake will take part in the Superintendent's challenge.
Student's will be selected, grades k-5, based on showing at-risk
issues academically, with attendance and with behavioral
challenges.  Students will be assigned a "caring adult" to help
oversee intervetions and meet with the weekly with the student.

Other 01/01/2013 06/07/2013 $1000 General
Fund

Staff
including
teachers,
support
staff, and
other caring
adults.

Activity - Summer Reading Intervention Programs Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsibl
e

Summer School programs will be offered to those students who
are stuggling with grade level reading and comprehension. A
general summer program will be offered for math and reading
from June- July. Addtionally, Students needing extra reading
help will have the opportunity to attend a Reading Intervention
Group in August 2013.  This will provide students extra reading
assistance prior to the school starting.

Academic
Support
Program

01/01/2013 06/07/2013 $2000 Other Teachers;R
eading
Specialist

Activity - Professional Development Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsibl
e

Teachers and staff will attend common core professional
development offerings. These offerings will include a diverse
set of topics and growth opportunitites.

Professiona
l Learning

01/01/2013 06/07/2013 $5000 General
Fund

Principal
and staff
(teachers
and
parapros)
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Strategy 1:  
Writing in All Curricular Areas - Students will increase their MEAP writing scores by 3-5% in the area of writing. The overall school will strive to decrease the large gap

that exists between the advanced and not proficient scoring students.Students will show improvement in written expression by writing for a purpose, writing for a target

audience, and will engage in rigorous thinking and inquiry. 
Research Cited: Columbia Teachers College Writing Workshop, Professional Development through Consultants from

Oakland Schools, Stephanie Harvey, Tony Stead 
Tier:  

Measurable Objective 1:
75% of Third, Fourth and Fifth grade students  will demonstrate a proficiency  by improving their overall writing skills across the curriculum. in English Language Arts
by 06/07/2013 as measured by The following items will be used to assess progress:Using formative and summative assessments, MEAP scores, reflective journals,
writing journals, and published works.

Activity - Conferencing with Students in Writer's Workshop and
I.B. Units

Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsibl
e

Teachers will conference with students daily in Writer's
Workshop as a follow-up
to focused Mini-Lessons as well as throughout the International
Baccaulaureate Units of Inquiry.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $2000 General
Fund

Classroom
Teachers

Activity - Modeling Non-fiction Writing Lessons Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsibl
e

Teachers will model non-fiction writing lessons both in Writer's
Workshop and in
the content areas which will strengthen students' written
expression.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $2000 General
Fund

Classroom
teachers

Activity - Reflection Journals Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Source Of
Funding

Staff
Responsibl
e

Students will reflect on their writing and learning by keeping
and reflection
journal on all content areas and in the International
Baccaulaureate Units of Inquiry.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $1000 General
Fund

Classroom
teachers
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Activity Summary by Funding Source

 
Below is a breakdown of your activities by funding source

 
Other

General Fund

Activity Name Activity Description Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsibl
e

Summer Reading
Intervention Programs

Summer School programs will be offered to those
students who are stuggling with grade level
reading and comprehension. A general summer
program will be offered for math and reading from
June- July. Addtionally, Students needing extra
reading help will have the opportunity to attend a
Reading Intervention Group in August 2013.  This
will provide students extra reading assistance prior
to the school starting.

Academic
Support
Program

01/01/2013 06/07/2013 $2000 Teachers;R
eading
Specialist

Activity Name Activity Description Activity
Type

Tier Phase Begin Date End Date Resource
Assigned

Staff
Responsibl
e

Reflection Journals Students will reflect on their writing and learning
by keeping and reflection
journal on all content areas and in the
International Baccaulaureate Units of Inquiry.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $1000 Classroom
teachers

Student Portfolios Teachers will use student journals in their
classrooms. Each student will use their
journals to reflect on their learning over the course
of the unit of inquiry. This activity will assist the
teacher is measuring the student's level of
understanding within the content area being
covered.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $1000 General &
special
education
teachers,
specials
teachers,
IB
coordinator,
& principal

Professional
Development

Teachers and staff will attend common core
professional development offerings. These
offerings will include a diverse set of topics and
growth opportunitites.

Professiona
l Learning

01/01/2013 06/07/2013 $5000 Principal
and staff
(teachers
and
parapros)
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Unit of Study Students will take a topic as it is related to a unit of
inquiry in science and will
implement the strategies used to complete the
task ie 5th grade Exhibition.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $1000 General &
special
education
teachers,
specials
teachers,
IB
coordinator,
& principal

Guided Reading Teachers will continue to utilize Guided Reading
groups (Fountas and Pinell)in
K-3 classrooms and will utilize Lucy Calkins
Reading and Writing techniques in K-5.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $1000 Classroom
teachers,
special
education
teachers,
reading
specialist
and
paraprofess
ionals

Conferencing with
Students in Writer's
Workshop and I.B. Units

Teachers will conference with students daily in
Writer's Workshop as a follow-up
to focused Mini-Lessons as well as throughout the
International Baccaulaureate Units of Inquiry.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $2000 Classroom
Teachers

Universal Screeners Clear Lake will implement the use of Univeral
Screeners in grades 1-5 in math, reading and
writing.  This will allow staff the use of another tool
in the identification of students who may need
help.

Other 01/01/2013 06/07/2013 $1000 Teachers

Modeling Non-fiction
Writing Lessons

Teachers will model non-fiction writing lessons
both in Writer's Workshop and in
the content areas which will strengthen students'
written expression.

Other 11/01/2012 06/07/2013 $2000 Classroom
teachers

Superintendent's
Challenge

Clear Lake will take part in the Superintendent's
challenge.  Student's will be selected, grades k-5,
based on showing at-risk issues academically,
with attendance and with behavioral challenges.
Students will be assigned a "caring adult" to help
oversee intervetions and meet with the weekly
with the student.

Other 01/01/2013 06/07/2013 $1000 Staff
including
teachers,
support
staff, and
other caring
adults.
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